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1. Bookmarking Exercises

This “intelligent” bookmarking system requires the minimum of effort to
use. For exercises, the syntax is

\expdfbookmark{<bookmark_title>}

and should be placed immediately following the beginning of an exercise
environment

\begin{exercise}\expdfbookmark{<bookmark_title>}

or, in the case of exercises with parts, immediately after the \item, like so
\item\expdfbookmark{<bookmark_title>}

1.1. Some Exercises to Bookmark

Exercise 1. Evaluate the integral
∫

x2e2x dx.

Exercise 2. Is F (t) = sin(t) an antiderivative of f(x) = cos(x)? Explain
your reasoning.

Exercise 3. Give an example of a set that is clopen.

There is a *-option with the exercise environment, using it signals
the presence of a multiple part exercise question. The following exercise
illustrates this option.
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Exercise 4. Suppose a particle is moving along the s-axis, and that its
position at any time t is given by s = t2 − 5t + 1.
(a) Find the velocity, v, of the particle at any time t.
(b) Find the acceleration, a, of the particle at any time t.

References can be made to a particular part of an exercise; for exam-
ple, “see Exercise 4(a).” Part (a) is in blue; the solution for that part is
“hidden”. This is a new option for the exercise environment.

There is now an option for listing multi-part question in tabular form.
This problem style does not obey the solutionsafter option.

Exercise 5. Simplify each of the following expressions in the complex
number system. Note: z̄ is the conjugate of z; Re z is the real part of z and
Im z is the imaginary part of z.
(a) i2 (b) i3

(c) z + z̄ (d) 1/z

1.2. Additional Commands

Every bookmark title, <bookmark title>, has a suffix defined with the
\exbookmarkfmt or \partbookmarkfmt commands, depending on whether
the entry is for the top-level exercise, or one of its parts. The default
definitions are

\newcommand{\exbookmarkfmt}{\exlabel\space\theeqexno.\space}
\newcommand{\partbookmarkfmt}{(\thepartno)\space}
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The command \exlabel expands to the language dependent word for ‘Ex-
ercise’, \theeqexno expands to the exercise number, and \thepartno to
the part letter. These commands can be redefined.

2. Bookmarking Quizzes

To bookmark a shortquiz or quiz, use \quizpdfbookmark.
\quizpdfbookmark{<bookmark_title>}

It should be placed immediately following the beginning of the environ-
ments,
\begin{shortquiz}\quizpdfbookmark{<bookmark_title>}
\begin{quiz}{<quiz_name>}\quizpdfbookmark{<bookmark_title>}

Unlike bookmarking for exercises, the bookmark command for quizzes does
not support bookmarking individual questions within the quiz.

Note: The \quizpdfbookmark interacts with the new \titleQuiz com-
mand. See the demo file title quiz.tex for more information.

2.1. A Short Quiz Example

Quiz Can you answer this question?
(a) True (b) False

Every bookmark title, <bookmark title>, has a suffix defined with the
\sqbookmarkfmt command, the default definition is
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\newcommand{\sqbookmarkfmt}{Short Quiz \@shortquizCnt.\space}

The command \@shortquizCnt is a macro (not a counter) that contains
the current short quiz count. This command can be redefined.

2.2. A Quiz Example

Begin Quiz Can you answer each question without error?
1. Is this statement true or false?

(a) True (b) False
2. Is this statement true or false?

(a) True (b) False

End Quiz

Every bookmark title, <bookmark title>, has a suffix defined with the
\qzbookmarkfmt command, the default definition is
\newcommand{\qzbookmarkfmt}{Quiz \@quizCnt.\space}

The command \@quizCnt is a macro (not a counter) that contains the
current quiz count. This command can be redefined.
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Solutions to Exercises

Exercise 1. We evaluate by integration by parts:∫
x2e2x dx = 1

2x2e2x −
∫

xe2x dx u = x2, dv = e2x dx

= 1
2x2e2x −

[
1
2xe2x −

∫
1
2e2x dx

]
integration by parts

= 1
2x2e2x − 1

2xe2x + 1
2

∫
e2x dx u = x2, dv = e2x dx

= 1
2x2e2x − 1

2xe2x + 1
4e2x integration by parts

= 1
4 (2x2 − 2x + 1)e2x simplify!

Exercise 1
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Exercise 2. The answer is yes. The definition states that F is an an-
tiderivative of f if F ′(x) = f(x). Note that

F (t) = sin(t) =⇒ F ′(t) = cos(t)

hence, F (x) = cos(x) = f(x). Exercise 2
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Exercise 3. The real number line is both closed and open in the usual
topology of the real line. Exercise 3
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Exercise 4(b) Acceleration is the rate of change of velocity with respect
to time. Thus,

a =
dv

dt
For our problem, we have

a =
dv

dt
=

d

dt
(2t − 5) = 2.

The acceleration at time t is constant: a = 2 . �
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Exercise 5(a) i2 = −1 �
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Exercise 5(b) i3 = ii2 = −i �
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Exercise 5(c) z + z̄ = Re z �
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\section{Bookmarking Exercises}

This ``intelligent'' bookmarking system requires
the minimum of effort to use. For exercises, the syntax is
\begin{verbatim}
    \expdfbookmark{<bookmark_title>}
\end{verbatim}
and should be placed immediately following the beginning of an
exercise environment
\begin{verbatim}
    \begin{exercise}\expdfbookmark{<bookmark_title>}
\end{verbatim}
or, in the case of exercises with parts, immediately after the \cs{item},
like so
\begin{verbatim}
    \item\expdfbookmark{<bookmark_title>}
\end{verbatim}

\subsection{Some Exercises to Bookmark}

\begin{exercise}\expdfbookmark{Evaluate an Integral}
Evaluate the integral \(\displaystyle\int x^2 e^{2x}\,dx\).
\begin{solution}
We evaluate by \texttt{integration by parts}:\normalsize
\begin{alignat*}{2}
 \int x^2 e^{2x}\,dx &
   = \tfrac12 x^2 e^{2x} - \int x e^{2x}\,dx &&\quad
           \text{$u=x^2$, $dv=e^{2x}\,dx$}\\&
   = \tfrac12 x^2 e^{2x} -
           \Bigl[\tfrac12 x e^{2x}-\int \tfrac12 e^{2x}\,dx\Bigr] &&\quad
           \text{integration by parts}\\&
   = \tfrac12 x^2 e^{2x} - \tfrac12 x e^{2x} + \tfrac12\int e^{2x}\,dx &&\quad
           \text{$u=x^2$, $dv=e^{2x}\,dx$}\\&
   = \tfrac12 x^2 e^{2x} - \tfrac12 x e^{2x} + \tfrac14 e^{2x} &&\quad
           \text{integration by parts}\\&
   = \tfrac14(2x^2-2x+1)e^{2x} &&\quad
           \text{simplify!}
\end{alignat*}
\end{solution}
\end{exercise}


\begin{exercise}\expdfbookmark{Find an antiderivative}
Is $F(t)=\sin(t)$ an antiderivative of $f(x)=\cos(x)$?  Explain
your reasoning.
\begin{solution}
The answer is yes. The definition states that $F$ is an
antiderivative of $f$ if $F'(x)=f(x)$.  Note that
$$
       F(t)=\sin(t) \implies F'(t) = \cos(t)
$$
hence, $F(x) = \cos(x) = f(x)$.
\end{solution}
\end{exercise}


\begin{exercise}\expdfbookmark{Define clopen}
Give an example of a set that is \textit{clopen}.
\begin{solution}
The real number line is both closed and open in the
usual topology of the real line.
\end{solution}
\end{exercise}

There is a \texttt*-option with the \texttt{exercise} environment,
using it signals the presence of a multiple part exercise
question. The following exercise illustrates this option.


\begin{exercise*}\label{ex:parts}\expdfbookmark{Linear Motion}
Suppose a particle is moving along the $s$-axis, and that its position
at any time $t$ is given by $s=t^2 - 5t + 1$.
\begin{parts}

\item[h]\label{item:part}\expdfbookmark{Find velocity}
Find the velocity, $v$, of the particle at any time $t$.
\begin{solution}
Velocity is the rate of change of position with respect to time. In
symbols:
$$
                    v = \frac{ds}{dt}
$$
For our problem, we have
$$
        v = \frac{ds}{dt} =\frac d{dt}(t^2 - 5t + 1) = 2t-5.
$$
The velocity at time $t$ is given by $\boxed{v=2t-5}$.
\end{solution}

\item\expdfbookmark{Find acceleration}
Find the acceleration, $a$, of the particle at any time $t$.
\begin{solution}
Acceleration is the rate of change of velocity with respect to time.
Thus,
$$
                    a = \frac{dv}{dt}
$$
For our problem, we have
$$
        a = \frac{dv}{dt} =\frac d{dt}(2t-5)=2.
$$
The acceleration at time $t$ is constant: $\boxed{a=2}$.
\end{solution}
\end{parts}
\end{exercise*}

References can be made to a particular part of an exercise; for example,
``see \hyperref[item:part]{Exercise~\ref*{ex:parts}(\ref*{item:part})}.''
Part (a) is in \textcolor{webblue}{blue}; the solution for that part is
``hidden''.  This is a new option for the \texttt{exercise} environment.

There is now an option for listing multi-part question in tabular form.
This problem style does not obey the \texttt{solutions\-after} option.


\begin{exercise*}\expdfbookmark{Simplify Complex Numbers}
Simplify each of the following expressions in the complex number
system. \textit{Note}: $\bar z$ is the conjugate of $z$;
$\operatorname{Re} z$ is the real part of $z$ and
$\operatorname{Im} z$ is the imaginary part of $z$.
\begin{parts}[2]

\item\expdfbookmark{Simplify i\texttwosuperior}$i^2$
\begin{solution} $i^2 = -1$ \end{solution}
&
\item\expdfbookmark{Simplify i\textthreesuperior}$i^3$ \begin{solution} $i^3 = i i^2 = -i$\end{solution}
\\

\item\expdfbookmark{Simplify the sum of a complex number and its conjugate}$z+\bar z$
\begin{solution} $z+\bar z=\operatorname{Re} z$\end{solution}
&

\item[h]\expdfbookmark{Simplify 1/z}$1/z$
\begin{solution}
$\displaystyle\frac 1z=\frac 1z\frac{\bar z}{\bar z}=\frac z{z\bar z}=\frac z{|z|^2}$
\end{solution}
\end{parts}
\end{exercise*}

\subsection{Additional Commands}

Every bookmark title, \texttt{<bookmark\_title>}, has a
suffix defined with the \cs{exbookmarkfmt} or
\cs{partbookmarkfmt} commands, depending on whether
the entry is for the top-level exercise, or one of its parts.
The default definitions are
\begin{small}
\begin{verbatim}
   \newcommand{\exbookmarkfmt}{\exlabel\space\theeqexno.\space}
   \newcommand{\partbookmarkfmt}{(\thepartno)\space}
\end{verbatim}
\end{small}
The command \cs{exlabel} expands to the language
dependent word for `Exercise', \cs{theeqexno} expands to
the exercise number, and \cs{thepartno} to the part
letter. These commands can be redefined.


\section{Bookmarking Quizzes}

To bookmark a \texttt{shortquiz} or \texttt{quiz}, use \cs{quizpdfbookmark}.
\begin{verbatim}
    \quizpdfbookmark{<bookmark_title>}
\end{verbatim}
It should be placed immediately following the beginning of the environments,

\begin{verbatim}
  \begin{shortquiz}\quizpdfbookmark{<bookmark_title>}
  \begin{quiz}{<quiz_name>}\quizpdfbookmark{<bookmark_title>}
\end{verbatim}

\noindent Unlike bookmarking for exercises, the bookmark command for
quizzes does not support bookmarking individual questions within the
quiz.

\medskip\noindent\textcolor{red}{Note:} The \cs{quizpdfbookmark}
interacts with the new \cs{titleQuiz} command. See the demo file
\texttt{title\_quiz.tex} for more information.

\subsection{A Short Quiz Example}

\begin{shortquiz}\quizpdfbookmark{A Mind Bending Quiz}
Can you answer this question?
\begin{answers}{4}
  \bChoices[2]
     \Ans0 True\eAns
     \Ans1 False\eAns
  \eChoices
\end{answers}
\end{shortquiz}

\noindent Every bookmark title, \texttt{<bookmark\_title>}, has a
suffix defined with the \cs{sqbookmarkfmt} command, the
default definition is
\begin{small}
\begin{verbatim}
  \newcommand{\sqbookmarkfmt}{Short Quiz \@shortquizCnt.\space}
\end{verbatim}
\end{small}
The command \cs{@shortquizCnt} is a macro (not a counter) that
contains the current short quiz count. This command can be
redefined.

\subsection{A Quiz Example}


\begin{quiz}{MyQuiz}\quizpdfbookmark{A Space Bending Quiz}
Can you answer each question without error?
    \begin{questions}
        \item Is this statement true or false?
        \begin{answers}{4}
          \bChoices[2]
             \Ans1 True\eAns
             \Ans0 False\eAns
          \eChoices
        \end{answers}
        \item Is \emph{this} statement true or false?
        \begin{answers}{4}
          \bChoices[2]
             \Ans0 True\eAns
             \Ans1 False\eAns
          \eChoices
        \end{answers}
    \end{questions}
\end{quiz}\quad\ScoreField\currQuiz\eqButton\currQuiz

\noindent Every bookmark title, \texttt{<bookmark\_title>}, has a
suffix defined with the \cs{qzbookmarkfmt} command, the
default definition is
\begin{small}
\begin{verbatim}
  \newcommand{\qzbookmarkfmt}{Quiz \@quizCnt.\space}
\end{verbatim}
\end{small}
The command \cs{@quizCnt} is a macro (not a counter)
that contains the current quiz count. This command can be redefined.


\end{document}
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